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Education
Your window to the world of learning

Cultivating a culture
of curiosity
BEING REFLECTIVE The freedom to ask questions in the classroom motivates
students and makes them confident of their intellectual capacity, writes
Padmakumar M M

I

used to joke about how my sister was
an electrical and electronics engineer
who could never take care of household
electricity problems. She would return
the compliment by pointing out how I
was teaching literature, without having
written anything literary. Regardless of
our academic performance and career
aspirations when we were in school or
college, most of us respond to our professions mechanically, with shallow disciplinary knowledge and mediocre mastery
over core skills. Our educational system
has empowered many of us to convincingly respond to the ‘what’ of a job, that
is knowing what is expected of us. Some
of us are trained in the ‘how’ of a job; we
knowhowtoexecuteourwork.Veryfewof
us — perhaps because of, if not in spite of,
our education — are capable of reasoning
out ‘why’we do what we do, and innovate.
True learning
Educational institutions in general have
failed in making us critically reflective. It
might sound trite, but the truth is we get
schooled more and educated less. The
scientist-cum-educational reformer, Yash
Pal, in a report titled ‘Learning Without
Burden,’ offered his bird’s-eye view on
Indian education, “a lot is taught, but little
islearntorunderstood.”Fromtheyearthe
reportwaspublished,in 1994,we havenot
made a huge change of course.
The root of this uninspiring and grossly limited learning that we as a nation are
facing could be traced to many a flaw in
our system. One of the key reasons is the
inherent disregard for the learner’s aspirations and needs in the learning process.
In contrast to such an educational reality of ours, renowned educationist John
Holt, in his book The Underachieving
School, demonstrates what is ideal, “true
learning—learningthatispermanentand
useful, that leads to intelligent action and
furtherlearning—canariseonlyoutofthe
experience, interests, and concerns of the
learner.”
In other words, we need to respect
the child’s desire to learn without being
judgemental or dismissive. When they
pose questions, we find it charming for
a while and soon become impatient. Our
inabilitytoretainasenseofrespecttotheir
questions and respond could play up this
way:“Dad,whyistheraincomingindrops
and not like the pouring out of a bucket?”
“Well,that’stheway it is.”“Can I tryclimbing up the rain drops and go to the sky?”
“Hasini,stopbeingsilly!Godoyourhomework now.” Such casual and commonsensical responses are enough to crush the
child’s budding curiosity. Unfortunately,
this is the most prevalent approach in our
families and schools.
There are students who do not know
the name of their class teachers and never
dared to ask, because questioning — they
are unconsciously trained to believe — is
an intellectual gauntlet thrown down at
the teacher. As a culture, we hastily interpretquestioningasarrogance.Mostofour
families and educational spaces stress a
lot on obedience, compliance, reverence,
etc. Rather, we need to value curiosity,
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questioning and an egalitarian outlook
towards learning.
Building an intellectual profile
Whethertheschool-goingchildbecomesa
Nobel laureate, a social activist or a cog in
the wheel of a corporate giant has a lot to
do with the experience, skills, knowledge,
values, and a worldly outlook she gains in
educational spaces. Children spend a lot
of their active time in the school and these
arehoursthatarecrucialandformative.At
least, around 10 to 20 years of their prime
growingyearsarespentinschoolsandcolleges. Knowing this, schools, colleges and
universities should put in mechanisms to
stimulate the intellectual search.
Childrenarebornwithaninnatecuriosity. They have a ravenous hunger to know
about the environment, people, and phenomena around them. Their questions
are an earnest attempt at making sense of
the world and a rudimentary step in their
path to adulthood. Right from our primary school education, we need to tenderly
nurture curiosity. One of the rudimentary steps towards this goal would be to
cultivate a culture of questioning.
To build an intellectual profile for our
students, we should avoid worrying about
whether they ask the right questions, and
place our trust in their right to question.
It is by having the freedom to ask what
might seem to be a silly or an irrelevant
question can the students become confident of their intellectual capacity and
sustain their interest in learning. It is in a
conducive atmosphere for free, open and
non-hierarchic intellectual enquiry will a
child feel valued.
Questioning is not an end in itself. It
is a search for knowing something. In
many contexts, it’s an admission of one’s
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limited knowledge, a sort of restlessness
in accepting it, and a desperation to step
beyond that horizon. In some other contexts,itisacallforhonestreflection,about
ourlikes,dislikes,anxieties,fearsandeven
existence. It’s an adventure stirred up. It’s
a free ticket to explore the philosophical
facets of our lives, capable of propelling
our own subjective trajectories. Questioning requires character. To question
stereotypes, wrongdoing, undue exercise
of authority, ossified forms of knowledge,
etc, one needs a certain degree of knowledge, clarity and boldness. All these are
not just ways of exploring and empowering the self, but also our responsibilities in
a democratic polity.
Our culture has had great traditions
which deeply valued and proactively put
questioning to use. The Charvaka and
Buddhist philosophies are fine examples
ofhowscepticismwasadefinitive practice

in ancient intellectual traditions. While
Amartya Sen, in his book Argumentative Indian, talks about such ancient
traditions of debating almost anything
and everything, he has also highlighted
how the space for democratic dissent
and public debate is shrinking in recent
times.
Questioning is a cultural necessity.
Being a modern democracy means the
same, in terms of dialogic engagement.
We need a vibrant culture of questioning: to resist intellectual genuflection
to the powers that be, to exercise a
scientific temper as mentioned in our
constitution, and of course, to envision
a more egalitarian India.
Inspired exploration
Forallthesereasons,theclassroomcannot be a space where dynamic debates
are largely compromised. As a culture,
we need to validate and value questions
from our children as a sign of their critical, creative and metacognitive growth.
Teachers need to create a space for
freewheeling and inspired exploration
of knowledge. They need to recalibrate
their role fromasupplier-of-knowledge
tocatalystswhofuelindividualquestfor
learning in the student.
The students need to recast their
mind as a reflective processor rather
than as a sophisticated cold storage
space of knowledge. With open-minded teachers, critical students and learning-centred approaches, the classroom
could become a space for lively discussionsandmightevenempowerstudents
to discoverthejoy and purposeof learning early.
(The author is assistant professor,
Christ University, Bengaluru)

How to make
digital education
more accessible
Nitu Channan

T

he rapid growth of the education sectorinrecentyearsandgrowingproliferation of digital technology have led
to an era where e-learning is becoming a
norminalmostallinstitutions.Leveraging
technology to the benefit of society is extremelydesirable.However,thedisruptive
influence of e-learning over conventional
methods needs to be assessed critically
and mid-course corrections need to be
appliedwherenecessarytomakearobust,
wellbalancedapproach.Thate-learningis
flexible and allows better management of
time is well-known. However, this flexibility could easily transform into casualness
and trivialise the learning process itself.
Constant supervision and motivation will
be necessary to ensure that e-learning
conforms to a gradual, step-by-step approach.
One of the major advantages of e-learningplatforms is thatthey allowstudents to
progressbasedontheirintellectualcapacities andthelevels ofcomprehension. Fast
learners could potentially navigate faster
through the curriculum while others may
labour over the same. This disparity in
comprehension conflicts with the first
principle of e-learning which is equitable and uniform delivery of knowledge.
Lack of teacher control in predominantly
e-learning environments could thus lead
to vast disparities in learning and subsequent outcomes in terms of knowledge,
output and confidence.
Digital education promotes universal content and thus aspires to achieve
uniformity in education. However, is this
uniformity desirable beyond a point? Or
is tailor-made content based on individual
needs and aspirations more desirable? If
the aim is to ensure a progressive society
at large, we need to ensure wider delivery
of knowledge rather than uniformity of
content.
While discussing the disparity in absorption thresholds of the students, one
must not forget that in the business of
digitallearning,teachersarealsoconstant
learners and the technological challenges
apply equally to them also. Furthermore,
while conventional teachers come out of
the formal system of teacher training,
most content writers of e-learning packages are tech-savvy IT professionals proficientatdigitalcontentcreationwithlittle
or no exposure to the classroom environment. This gets reflected in the content
whichis rich,packedwithinformationbut

extremely impersonal.
Another aspect of digital education is
accessibility and affordability. The Digital
India initiative is still finding inroads into
small towns and rural India where the
majority of India resides. The access to
basic infrastructure — buildings, electricity and Internet is still inconsistent. There
is a huge deficit in trained and qualified
teachers.
Inmanyareas,primaryeducationisbeing imparted in regional languages leading to the challenge of creating multiple
content platforms. All this requires huge
investment and until the public sector
creates the basic infrastructure needed
for e-learning platforms and makes it
affordable, many sections will still be deprived of it.
Change in mindset
For e-learning to fully replicate the conventional system, a change in societal
mindset is required. The conventional
school has a strong institutional connect
with the Indian mind. The tradition of
guru-shishya is held in high reverence
and reaches far beyond mere imparting
of knowledge to teaching other social
graces and life skills. Homeschooling
and distance learning are still considered
taboos used to correct educational imbalances rather than mainstream options for
education.
Since e-learning remains a largely isolated and individual activity, there are
very few feedback mechanisms available
to constantly identify gaps in learning and
correct them. This could lead to voids in
knowledge or at best, extremely focused.
While such a situation is good for higher
education and research programmes, the
humaninterfaceis anabsoluteimperative
in the primary level of education.
The disruptiveinfluenceof e-learningis
here to stay. The young learners of today
are comfortable with electronic devices
and will easily adapt to technology. However, e-learning cannot and must not replicate the conventional means. We must
harness technology to deliver knowledge
efficiently and expand its reach and penetration to larger society.
For this, digital education must not remainanelitistenterpriseconfinedtoafew
private institutions. Its growth must be
fully led by government through incentivising e-learning and supporting it through
adequate infrastructure and skills.
(The author is with Made Easy
School, Gurugram)

PERSONALISED E-learning platforms allow students to progress based on their
intellectual capacities and levels of comprehension.

Collaboration is key to entrepreneurial success
JOINT EFFORT Keshor Daga elaborates on
how the spirit of teamwork can be imbibed
in students to make them better prepared
as entrepreneurs

T

he evolution of management and its
practices witnessed a paradigm shift
in the present era, one of the most
prominent being a shift from individual
perspective to team excellence. Team
players are what companies look for and
there is no denying the fact that what
an individual brings to the table gets
doubled, when it comes across through a
team effort.
Performance is judged more explicitly when the criterion is laid down by the
team. Especially for entrepreneurship,
a team perspective is more successful,
despite the romantic notions of the
entrepreneur being a lone warrior. An

innovative project these days may not be
the ‘baby’ of a single individual but the
‘soul child’ of a team.
This sense of team entrepreneurial
is imbibed in all but can be culled out
through proper guidance — facilitated in
the apt supervision of home and college
environment. It is here that one acquires
the collective rush to achieve and cross
the mountains together. Yet, if teachers
wonder how colleges and the curriculum
can promote team entrepreneurship and
guide towards the right path, here are a
few veritable ways:
 Focus more on case studies: Case
studies are an efficient tool to spur stu-

PRACTICAL EXPOSURE Apprenticeships and internships teach students valuable
lessons in the field.

dents’ curiosity, while putting them on a
facing front, to observe real-life business
situations and in turn, learn from them.
By studying past or present corporate success stories and learning about operation-

al hiccups, students can dig deeper into
the mind frame that executives imbibe to
make stellar decisions.
 Curricula and real-world challenges:
Universities can create a niche in educa-

tion by linking their curricula to real-life
business challenges. While teaching
social media marketing, a lecturer
can explain how companies like Facebook
and Twitter have become the leveraging
quotient for many businesses around
the world. Simulating a similar environment instils a sense of ownership and a
first-hand experience into the thick of
things.
 Create opportunities for students:
Competition brings out the best in people — it tests people’s acumen and helps
bringout their bestskills. There is nothing
more hands-on than letting students participate in some type of entrepreneurship
contests. Creating a team to win can help
students forge relationships and put their
skills to test.
 Partner with businesses: An
earlier start in the job sphere stars
from apprenticeships and internships. These programmes teach students valuable lessons in life, while
channelling in a fun side to the job.
Entrepreneurship-in-Residence is also an
innovative way to foster practical knowledge and allow young professionals to rub
elbows with established entrepreneurs.

Schools and colleges are picking up such
associations to promote their curriculum
as well as provide students a microscopic
experience at job.
 Including technology topics: Technology has asserted its supremacy everywhere, leavinganimpactontoday’sglobal
economy. Institutions take this leverage
point and jump-start their students’ careers by incorporating more technology
topics in the curriculum. The idea is to
teach strategic ways companies and entrepreneurs are using technology to innovate, communicate, advertise, and make
money. This would empower students
to leverage technology and teamwork to
grow and thrive.
Inthiscurrenteraofcut-throatcompetition,theimportanceofbuildingsuccessful
teams cannot be ignored within the entrepreneurial journey. Rather than working
independently and taking on more tasks
than you can do, collaborating with other
like-minded individuals can help you in
making the journey more successful. This
can be imbibed from the curriculum, with
judicious guidance from teachers.
(The author is founder,
Big V Telecom, Pune)

